Abstract
INTRODUCTION
For most complex repairable system, the first prototype usually contains design and/or engineering flaws, thus the system has to experience an iterative process of TAAF to eliminate the observed failure modes and then achieve the reliability growth. Reliability growth model is an effective means to analyze the growth trend of product reliability, and many scholars has made lots of research. Fries [1] , [2] presented a discrete reliability growth model, derived from the learning-curve property, to describe reliability growth. Xing [3] presented a discrete reliability growth model base on In-Time correction strategy. Hall & Mosleh [4] introduced a framework for the evaluation of reliability growth for one-shot systems. Pulcini [5] , [6] , [7] proposed an exponential reliability growth model where several identical copies of equipment are put on test, once a failure is observed, design modification for all copies of equipment is introduced. In addition, Bayesian reliability growth models are very popular in describing the reliability growth trend of product [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . However, those reliability growth models are usually used to evaluate or predict product reliability index, little effort focused on hypothesis testing for whether the product reliability index has reached the predefined requirement during development.
As for weapon equipment, development process generally consist of multiple test stages. Especially for expensive system which test is destructive, test is stopped and design modifications are made immediately once failure is observed at each stage, such a corrective strategy for failure mode is often referred to as In-Time corrective strategy. While under the condition of In-Time corrective strategy, how to describe the reliability growth trend of system and how to judge whether the system has achieved the predefined reliability goal are prominent problems that reliability researchers concern about. So we make following four assumptions:
(i) System development process composes of multiple test stages, test data from various stages are independent.
(ii) In-Time corrective strategy is adopted to fix observed system failure at each test stage.
(iii) Test data at the ith ( ) 
Where i λ is the system failure rate at the ith stage.
The paper is organized as follows. A reliability growth model under the condition of InTime corrective strategy is presented In Section 1. The Bayesian hypothesis testing method is introduced in Section 2. A numerical example is given in Section3. Section 4 summarizes the paper.
RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL UNDER THE CONDITION OF IN-TIME CORRECTIVE STRATEGY
Crow proposed AMSAA model which thought the cumulative number of observed failures ( ) K t of a repairable system in the development duration ( ]
0,t follows the non-homogeneous
Poisson process (NHPP) with the expectation of ( )
Where parameters , c d denote shape parameter and scale parameter respectively. When 0 1 d < < , system reliability is increased. 1 d − denotes growth rate.
In practice, people are more concerned with analysis on time on test ( ) T n when n failures happen, especially for analysis on the expectation of time on test
It is obvious that n failures happen before moment t equals if and only if the number of failures until t is more than n ，namely， ( ) ( )
So the distribution function
Thus the probability density function ( ) ( )
T n is obtained by computing the derivative of t from (4) as
So the expectation of time on test
Where ( ) ( ) 
As above mentioned that development process of system consists of several stages with respective tests, and modification of design is introduced once failure is observed at each stage, so the reliability growth model should reflect the growth character of step-wise jump.
From (8) , the relationship between the cumulative time on test ( ) i T n and the cumulative number of failures i n until the ith stage can be expressed as
According to the assumption (iii), the cumulative number of observed failure i n till the ith stage is (9) and (10), the expectation of time on test till the ith stage is
Similarly, we have
By referring to (12) and (13), the expectation of time on test at the ith stage can be obtained by
From (14), the reliability growth model under the condition of In-Time corrective strategy is formulated as
Where i λ denotes system failure rate at the ith stage. 
BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS TESTING METHOD
The objective of this paper is to construct a Bayesian hypothesis testing method to judge whether system reliability index has achieved the predefined requirement by applying reliability growth model introduced in Section 1 to incorporate test data from diverse development stages. The prior distribution is the premise to perform Bayesian statistical analysis. 
The prior distribution of
Where µ is a parameter to be determined. By referring to (18) 
Bayesian hypothesis testing method
Let θ denotes system MTBF. U θ is the upper limit (if θ surrounds upper limit closely, products will be accepted by high probability), L θ is the lower limit (if θ surrounds lower limit closely, products will be rejected by high probability), U 
Where i θ denotes system MTBF at the ith stage.
To convenient calculation, the hypothesis testing about MTBF can be transformed into hypothesis testing about failure rate. So (24) is equivalent to 0 1 : , :
Where i λ denotes system failure rate at the ith stage,
According to the Bayesian principle, the prior probability of null hypothesis 0
Where ( ) ( )
Here let ( ) ( ) 0.5 
So the prior probability of alternative hypothesis 1 H is ( )
From the assumption (iii), the likelihood function of test data from i stages is
So the posterior probability ratio of hypothesis testing (25) is The successive question we have to solve is to calculate i A . It is appropriate to consider computation of the two types of risks for statistical testing according to the above decision criteria before determining i A . The type I risk, namely producer risk 
Because L U λ λ < , so (32) can be transformed into
According to the assumption (iv), we know time on test i τ conforms to Gamma distribu-
Ga λ , so we have
From (31) and (34), the producer risk can be obtained as
Similarly, type II risk, namely consumer risk is
From (35) and (36), we can find that (ii) if ,0
A can be determined by consulting the producer and consumer. When we choose i A that meets the requirement of (35), it should also minimize the value of (36), so the decision threshold can be chosen as
In the same manner, when we choose i A which meets the requirement of (36), it should also minimize the value of (35), so the decision threshold can be chosen as
To sum up, the Bayesian hypothesis testing procedure for system failure rate i A system experiences a series of test stages during development and its lifetime follows exponential distribution. The upper limit of system MTBF is 40 hours, the lower limit of system MTBF is 32 hours, and the producer risk and consumer risk are both set to be 0. 2. The problem is to judge which requirement the system MTBF has reached.
The test data is in Table 1 which lists the simulated test data derived by sampling from the NHPP when the truth values of the MTBF are known. To simplify the computation, the question of above hypothesis testing for the MTBF can be transformed into the testing for the failure rate, namely, we will accept system by high probability when failure rate approaches to 0.025
; otherwise we will reject system by high probability when failure rate approaches to 0.0313
According to test data from previous 4 stages, by referring to (16), we can obtain the ML estimate of reliability growth model parameters 0 .1892, O A < , the system can be accepted and the development process can be terminated. Actually, the truth value of MTBF (40. 7196) at the 6th test stage indeed more approached to upper limit, so the decision results concluded from our methods coincide with the real condition.
CONCLUSION
• A reliability growth model to describe reliability growth trend of system under the condition of In-Time corrective strategy is proposed, which well describes the features of stepwise trend of system reliability growth.
• A reliability test demonstration method is presented, which especially adapts to expensive system with destructive test when development process takes In-Time corrective strategy to modify failure. The method makes use of test data from development stages, offsets the absence of information, and effectively enhances the credibility of statistical decision.
